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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 

Introduction 

The purpose of this business case is to request funding for a partnership with a webmail vendor 

to provide a new collaborative client and integration with modusMail. We are seeking 

approximately $35,000 up front, over a quarter, and $10,000 per annum to cover reseller and 

upgrade costs 

Description 

The goal is to increase renewal rates and drive new business in the collaborative applications 
market. With an attrition rate of approximately 7.6 percent over calendar year 2008, and an 

increasing amount of feedback over lack of current features, one that is disproportionately large 
for the size of the customer base, part of the driver is to stem income loss from this product line.  
 

We believe that in addition to loss of renewals and product perception, Vircom could increase 
new sales by at least 10 percent over the next year, with an upside potential of approximately 25 
percent. 

Market Overview 

The “unified messaging”, “collaborative applications”, and “unified communications” markets are 

all showing signs of continued growth. Though the top 3 incumbents have the market cornered, 

there are several factors to consider when evaluating the relevance of a niche vendor like Vircom.  

It is important to note that all three market segments are tightly related. More established vendors 

such as Sendmail refer to unified messaging as an integrated platform for all your email needs: 

basic messaging, security, archiving.  

Collaborative applications are more “web 2.0” focused, with real-time integrated tools such as 

instant messaging and web conferencing, offering a more “social networking” type of experience.  

Unified communications denotes similar platforms with telephony integration. A growing market 

that is receiving a lot of attention, unified communications allow for traditional voice services to be 

integrated with collaboration tools, such as email and web conferencing.  

Vircom is positioned to take advantage of these trends and market conditions in the following 

ways: 

- modusMail integration with our core security technology, modusGate, proposes a turn-

key collaborative application that would enable service provider and corporations alike to 

offer messaging and security in one package. 

- Vircom’s key partnerships with Telcos would propose broad appeal to our partner’s 

subscription base 

- Providing a modus-based collaborative application would encourage our existing 

customers and prospects to consider a single-vendor solution, a trend that is increasing 

at a rapid pace 

- Vircom offers integration with Exchange and Active Directory – a competitive advantage. 

We would adjust our development roadmap in consequence to offer value within an 

Outlook/Exchange environment. Currently, Microsoft Exchange is by far the worldwide 

leader in unified messaging and collaboration. 

- We have already proven ourselves, with the modusMail product, in deployments ranging 

from 50 to 100,000 mailboxes; Our scalability and technical capabilities are well -known 



- Large-scale organizations, such as Microsoft and Oracle, are investing time and large 

amounts of money on collaborative solutions. Another major vendor, IBM, is re-

invigorating their Lotus Notes product line. All of these vendors are banking on analyst 

predictions. 

o Oracle abandoned a 2+ year in-house client development project to simply 

partner with Zimbra for rapid go-to-market. 

- The current estimate on the size of this market space, worldwide, is approximately $4 

Billion. 

- The focus on time management and mobile access for the years to come, and their 

respective growth potential, means that features like task assignment, online meetings, 

WAP/mobile browser access, and video mail will make a new client (such as Atmail’s or 

Mailbee’s) an important step in the right direction.  

- Several analysts (Aberdeen and Gartner most notably) have predicted the following 

trends for 2009-2012 

o Increasing appeal of integrated solution suites for unified messaging and 

collaboration (client/server/gateway security/compliance) 

o Continued demand for both collaboration and security within the SMB market (as 

well as large enterprise) 

- modusMail sales peaked at $1.4 million for fiscal 2005 (see Figure 2); these results were 

achieved with little or no marketing plan, and no structured reseller-partner program. Our 

conservative estimate for a 10% yearly increase in sales (25% peak) is realistic and 

achievable. 

 

Assumptions 

Our team met with the most qualified external vendors, as well as internal stakeholders (R&D, 
Product Management, Sales). We secured quotes and commitments that will quickly mobilize all 
resources, should we get a go-ahead. We assume that R&D will encounter overhead from 

assisting the chosen vendor with the integration work (estimate an additional 10 percent).  
 
However, it is important to consider that by rough estimates, over 500 hours of development time 

was spent on addressing current webmail defects and enhancements. In addition, another 500 
hours has been estimated as non-documented but impactful webmail issues (questions, 
investigations, customer requests and patches - See Figure 1 for a complete breakout of 

documented issues). 
 
If we assume 1,000 development hours of time has been spent on webmail, and use a 

conservative costing model of $50/hour, in the last calendar year Vircom spent $50,000 on 
webmail issues, and still must contend with a slew of unrealized enhancements and bug fixes, 
together with an ever increasing rate of renewal attrition. 

 
From a product support cost perspective, in the last 12 months, 3,659 of 8,302 (44%) logged 
service requests were related modus Mail, and of those, 1,536 (42%) were related to Vircom’s 

end-user web components (webmail, web quarantine). 
In essence, 18.5 % of all SRs are web component related. If we assume an average resolution 
time of 1.08 hours, at $50/hour, we come to a cost of $82,934.00 (see Figure 2 for a complete 

breakout). 
 
Vircom marketing would capitalize on the new partnership and launch campaigns to promote a 

modus-based fully functional collaboration and security platform to our existing customers, 



resellers, and service provider partners, as well as lead generation activity to attract prospective 
customers across all identified market segments. 

 
 
Figure 1 - Webmail Development cost (source: JIRA) 

 

Webmail Issue Type  Hours 
Undocumented 

Hours 
Total 
Hours 

Cost per 
hour 

$ Total 

Bug 469     

Enhancement 

Request 9 
    

Question 5     

Story 7     

Sub-task 9     

Task 0     

Total 499 500 999 $50 $49,950 

  

    

Figure 2 - Webmail Support cost (source - VTM/Service dashboard) 
 

Total Service requests 
Total webmail 

SRs 
Average hours per 

SR 
Cost per hour $ Total 

8,302 1,536 1.08 $50 $82,934 

  
   

Financials 

First, below is our 5 year sales trend with our current modus Webmail offering on modusMail  
 
Figure 3 - modusMail sales 5-year historical (source: Finance department) 

 

Fiscal Year Sales 

2004 $1,022,551 

2005 $1,394,819 

2006 $676,881 

2007 $845,287 

2008 $740,883 

 
In order to enhance the interface and functionality, expenditures for this program is projected at a 

cost of approximately $35,000 for initial development over the first quarter, then 10 cents per 
user, at a caped rate of $10,000 per year. This includes a new Vircom-branded webmail interface, 
collaboration tools (Calendar, wireless access, tasks, instant chat, video mail, out look 

synchronization, etc), integration with modusMail and webQT/security settings, as well as reseller 
fees to distribute the new client to all our existing clients and new customers.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



Figure 4 - Projected webmail sales – Current vs. New client 
 

 FY 09 FY 2010 FY2011 

Revenue – new webmail 
(worst – +10%) 

x $814,971.30 $896,468.43 

Revenue – new webmail 
(best – +25%) 

x $926,103.75 $1,157,629.69 

Revenue (current 

webmail) 
$740,883 $688,552.97 $639,919.11 

 
 

Figure 5 - Conservative projections (10%) 
 

 
 
Our recommendation is to approve. 

 

HISTORY 

For several years, our existing customers have been providing us with feedback on our webmail 

client, and lack of evolving feature set. Our reputation is based on our expertise in email security, 
and not on collaboration. Yet despite this, our modusMail product has found favor with the service 
provider market, and feedback has been positive. As a matter of fact, the customers that do not 

renew with us seem to select an alternative vendor with much reluctance. 
 
From the financials section, we can see that sales results have varied widely from year to year, 

but the general trend is towards a marked decrease in revenue over the last 5 years.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 



Figure 6 - modusMail 5 year historical sales trend 
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STRATEGIC FIT 

Vircom’s mission statement is to protect vital communications over email, and our tagline is 

freedom of e-expression.  
Offering a fully-featured collaborative application to our portfolio fits our strategy and positions us 
as the provider of not only messaging security, but also secure messaging tools.  

Our growth strategy over the next 2-3 years is to achieve, then surpass, the $6 million/per year 
mark; modusMail represents approximately a quarter of our current gross revenue, and with a 
potential for increased sales, is a vital part of our product portfolio.  

Selecting the right partner will also help Vircom with brand recognition and increase our corporate 
value, as our technology offering becomes more appealing to customers and strategic investors 
alike. 

 

PROJECT PLAN 

Operations 

Our customers, who value our products and premium service, will benefit from the upgrade 

(included in the proposal) to the new platform. With enhanced features, it will become more 
widely deployed.  
New customers will be attracted to the up-to-date look & feel, as well as features that add value 

and add convenience. 
Product Management and R&D would work together to define the exact product deliverable, then 
provide the chosen vendor with technical support during the integration period (1-2 months). 

Once the product is getting close to launch readiness, Marketing and Sales will work together to 
define a go to market schedule with related awareness campaigns.  
Product Management and Services will collaborate on an upgrade strategy, as well as product 
training, both internal and external. 

Marketing & Financials 

We expect reseller/royalty fees to decrease dramatically after the first year, as will development 
overhead and marketing costs associated to product launch. 

While this would essentially be a new product for Vircom, the following elements can be 
leveraged for increased product uptake: 
 

- All our existing resellers and partners can be educated and begin to sell modusMail 
immediately; the relationship has already been established 



- Existing customers should be upgraded, at no fee (as per service contract), in order to 
add to our marketing efforts. The new client will create considerable buzz on the modus 

Mailing list, as well as other viral marketing channels 
- Low cost press releases and product evaluation programs should be leveraged 

immediately at launch time to increase product awareness 

- Messaging should be around the same core benefits as modusGate: collaborate in 
complete security, peace of mind, freedom of e-expression, windows integration, reports 
and QT – all of these themes can be reused, and are applicable. This will shorten product 

uptake time. 
 

RISK ANALYSIS 

There are some important considerations that must be acknowledged with this investment in a 

new product. The following section outlines some of the potential risks.  
 

- The rate of attrition continues based on eroding customer confidence 

o An unlikely scenario, since the reluctance of the customers that did not renew 
was palpable, and confirmed through loss reports. The most common reason 
cited for not renewing was the outdated modusMail client 

 
- Upfront integration efforts are miscalculated/misjudged 

o Also unlikely, as careful effort was put into selecting a vendor from over half a 

dozen contenders. Platform fit, technical capabilities, and vendor reputation were 
all thoroughly investigated by R&D and Product Management 

 

- Vircom is late to market, and the product is ill-received 
o With a still-growing collaborative applications market, Windows partnership, 

compelling feature set, and security as a major theme to our offering, this is also 
unlikely to be an issue. 

 
- Vircom cannot fund the project with our current financial situation 

o This may be an issue, and the terms of any agreement should be negotiate to 

attempt to minimize upfront disbursements until revenue can be recognized from 
the effort – to be explored further pending approval. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The product Management department stands ready to take ownership and drive this project to 
completion. We believe there is a strong potential for solid returns, improved revenues, healthy 
portfolio diversification, and even the worst case scenario would yield positive returns. 

 
Looking at figure 4, and without taking partner, reseller, and internal costs, we are expecting a 
conservative uptick of $126,418.13 in gross revenue (10% increase in sales). By 2011, the 

difference between expected revenue from the current webmail, and the new client, would 
amount to $256,549.32. 
 

We expect to need a maximum of $45,000 in the first year to cover integration and reseller costs. 
 
In the meantime, putting aside these costs and as we await additional details, it is important for 

Vircom Management to decide if this type of investment appeals to them. Certainly there is a 
market for this offering, and the target revenue objectives are minimal compared to the headroom 
for potential growth in North America and Europe. 

 
As mentioned in the Marketing and Financials section, there are a number of tasks Vircom would 
have to undertake to ensure the success of this product, and associated costs. One advantage to 



our established positioning as a mail vendor with our ISP market is that our marketing cos ts will 
be lower compared to a new product launch and awareness campaign.  

 
There are several factors to consider, and while Product Management recommends this project, it 
is important that ever stakeholder share that position. 

 
If it is decided that we retire this product line, Product Management will ensure the maximum 
return during the “maintenance mode” lifecycle phase and a graceful end of life process.  


